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Restokit connects 
exceptional 

restaurants with you 
Bringing the restaurant dining experience to the kitchen table. From the 
simplicity of heating up nourishing, simple dishes to recreating premium 

Michelin-starred meals, Restokit offers something for  
home cooks of all levels.

 
How we started

Restokit was born in lockdown, during a time where it became entirely 
impossible to eat out at restaurants, and thus impossible to eat our 

favourite dishes and restaurant-quality food.

Restaurants have since diversified,  
fueled by much creativity, and out of this came Restokit.
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Despite the buzzy feel and glamorous surroundings, Bocca di Lupo is a 
family business, a small and humble trattoria at heart. They specialise in the 
obscure and the delicious highlights of food and wine from all across Italy. 

In 2020, in response to the pandemic, they launched their ‘at home’ service, 
where they prepare food to the highest standard, allowing their customers to 
cook, in a few simple steps at home, dishes exactly as they serve them in the 

restaurant, and exactly as they remember them from trips to all  
20 regions of Italy.

A little bit 
about Bocca Di Lupo
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FARRO, PORCHINI & 
CHESTNUT SOUP

PORK CHOP MARINATED 
WITH HONEY, ROSEMARY 

AND TRUFFLE

GRILLED OCTOPUS

CANNELLINI 
ALL’UCHELLETTO

TORTA DELLA NONNA

TOSCANA MARE, 
MONTI & TRUFFLE

SERVES 2 

FARROW, PORCHINI & 
CHESTNUT SOUP

 PORK CHOP MARINATED 
WITH HONEY AND 

ROSEMARY

CANNELLINI 
ALL’UCHELLETTO

TORTA DELLA NONNA

TOSCANA
SERVES 2 

FARRO, PORCHINI & 
CHESTNUT SOUP

PORK CHOP MARINATED 
WITH HONEY AND 

ROSEMARY

GRILLED OCTOPUS

CANNELLINI 
ALL’UCHELLETTO

TORTA DELLA NONNA

TOSCANA MARE
SERVES 2 

SMOKED RICOTTA AND 
CAPONATA

RISOTTO WITH FRESH 
PORCINI

ROAST PUMPKIN 
WITH PARMESAN AND 

BALSAMIC

 CANNOLI SICILIANI

CAMPO
SERVES 2 
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  SMOKED RICOTTA AND 
CAPONATA

RISOTTO WITH FRESH 
PORCINI AND TRUFFLE

ROAST PUMPKIN 
WITH PARMESAN AND 

BALSAMIC

CANNOLI SICILIANI

CAMPO TRUFFLE
SERVES 2 

SPAGHETI ALLE 
VONGOLE

TAGLIATA (AGED BEEF 
SIRLOIN) WITH ROCKET, 
PARMESAN, ROSEMARY 

AND BALSAMIC

 ROAST PUMPKIN WITH 
SAGE AND PARMESAN

CANNOLI SICILIANI

AT HOME CLASSIC
SERVES 2 
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SPAGHETI ALLE 
VONGOLE

TAGLIATA (AGED BEEF 
SIRLOIN) WITH ROCKET, 
PARMESAN, ROSEMARY 

AND BALSAMIC

ROAST PUMPKIN WITH 
SAGE AND PARMESAN

GRILLED OCTOPUS

CANNOLI SICILIANI

MARE, MONTI & 
TRUFFLE

SERVES 2 

GABAGOOL

 BAKED ZITI

BRACIOLE

ROMAINE SALAD

SFOGLIATELLE 

THE SOPRANOS 
FEAST
SERVES 2 

ORECCHIETTE WITH ‘NDUJA

TROFIE WITH PESTO

TRIPPA ALLA ROMANA

CASTELFRANCO & TARDIVO SALAD

SPAGHETTI ALLE VONGOLE

ROASTED PUMPKIN WITH SAGE 

 

ADDITIONAL 
DISHES

BBQ DISHES
The BBQ selection regularly changes based on seasonality and sourcing of fresh produce. 

For finishing instructions please see the last page.
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

INSTRUCTIONS

CONTAINS:

1. Decant the soup into a suitable sauce pan, and heat on a medium heat, stirring 
regularly

2. When piping hot, pour into warmed serving bowls and drizzle with a little 
rosemary oil

Farro, porcini & chestnut soup
A little rosemary oil

Ingredients (allergens): celery, garlic, onion, rosemary, porcini, chestnuts, pork stock (carrots), rosemary oil 
(extra-virgin olive oil, rosemary), Guanciale (pork, salt, pepper), Farro

 FARROW, PORCHINI & CHESTNUT SOUP

TOSCANA MENU, TOSCANA MARE MENU, TOSCANA MARE, MONTI & TRUFFLE

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Heat your bbq, griddle pan or saute pan till hot, but not quite an inferno
2. Season the chop with a little pepper, then grill – it will likely take 6-7 minutes 

per side, turning once hallway through
3. To check, poke the tip of a knife or a metal skewer into the centre of the meat, 

near the bone, and leave it for a few seconds – when removed, it should feel 
hot, but not nearly enough to burn (I like it a little pink near the bone, but if 
you’d prefer to cook it through, simply cook till a skewer comes out hot hot)

4. Brush the chop with honey on both sides, and move to the hottest part of the 
grill or pan, and cook for 20 seconds on either side, to scorch the honey

5. Remove from the heat, drizzle with a little good oil, and let rest in a warm place 
for 10 minutes

6. To serve, slice thinly and fan out on a warmed platter. Pour over any resting 
juices, nestle the octopus alongside, and serve with the lemon

PORK CHOP MARINATED WITH HONEY 
AND ROSEMARY

CONTAINS: 
A fat pork chop, big enough for two. A little honey. A sorrento lemon

TOSCANA MENU, TOSCANA MARE MENU, TOSCANA MARE, MONTI & TRUFFLE

Ingredients (allergens): pork chops, rosemary, honey, garlic, salt
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Pour the beans into a suitable sized saucepan, and add 50ml water
2. Warm over a medium heat, stirring regularly, until hot
3. Check the seasoning, and stir in a little good oil
4. Serve

CANNELLINI ALL’UCCELLETTO

CONTAINS:

Braised beans

TOSCANA MENU, TOSCANA MARE MENU, TOSCANA MARE, MONTI & TRUFFLE

INSTRUCTIONS

CONTAINS:

1. Heat barbecue, griddle pan or heavy pan till smoking hot
2. Brush or rub the octopus with oil on all sides
3. Lay it flat on the grill. It will take a good 5-8 minutes to get well browned, which 

is the point
4. Turn it over, and repeat the other side
5. Sit next to the sliced pork chop, and douse with oil

¼ large octopus, boiled until just tender

TOSCANA MENU, TOSCANA MARE MENU, TOSCANA MARE, MONTI & TRUFFLE

GRILLED OCTOPUS

Ingredients (allergens): Octopus Ingredients (allergens): Garlic, sage, chilli flakes, cannellini beans, Napoli sauce (onions, tomato, tinned 
tomato, garlic, extra-virgin olive oil, salt)
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Take your caponata & burrata from the fridge and let them gently come up to 
room temperature

2. Place the burrata on the plate next to the caponata and enjoy!

SMOKED RICOTTA AND CAPONATA

CONTAINS:

Smoked ricotta
homemade caponata

CAMPO MENU, CAMPO TRUFFLE MENU

INSTRUCTIONS

CONTAINS:

1. Remove from the fridge a half hour or more before eating, to allow the slices to 
come to room temperature

2. Remove from the tub and place on plates
3. If desired, dust lightly with icing sugar
4. Eat

2 fat wedges of torta della nonna

TORTA DELLA NONNA

TOSCANA MENU, TOSCANA MARE MENU, TOSCANA MARE, MONTI & TRUFFLE

Ingredients (allergens): sweet pastry (flour, icing sugar, butter, baking powder, eggs, lemon, vanilla, salt), 
eggs, milk, flour, lemons, vanilla, pine nut, icing sugar

Ingredients (allergens): smoked ricotta (sheep’s milk, salt, rennet), salt, aubergine, extra-virgin olive 
oil, onion, celery, garlic, capers, san manzano tomatoes, red wine vinegar (grape must, wine vinegar, 

sulphites), caster sugar, pepper
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

INSTRUCTIONS

CONTAINS:

1. First, clean your truffle: using a dry, clean brush (a new toothbrush is ideal 
here), scrub it carefully. Use a toothpick to probe out any deep crevices of dirt, 
and brush clean again

2. Slice the porcini into thick (0.5cm) strips
3. Heat your pan until very hot, then add a little oil, and half the butter
4. Add the mushrooms, season with salt, and cook until golden brown on both 

sides – 3-4 minutes
5. Finely slice the garlic, add to the pan and let cook just until aromatic – a few 

seconds
6. Add 300ml of water, and bring to a simmer, then add your rice
7. Break up any clumps with a wooden spoon, and bring back to a boil
8. Lower the heat to medium, cook for 10-12 minutes over a medium heat (boiling 

but not crazily), stirring most of the time, until the rice is just cooked and still 
with bite (if too runny, or you want the rice particularly al dente, cook on a high 
heat to reduce the liquid; if too gloopy or you want the rice to become softer, 
add a little more water and cook to the desired texture)

9. When ready, remove from the heat, then beat in the butter, parmesan & parsley
10. Taste and adjust the seasoning
11. Pour onto warmed plates, and shake to flatten the risotto
12. Shave/grate vast quantities of truffle on top – if using a truffle slicer or 

mandolin, turn the gauge to 0 (so that the blade is sitting flat against the 
surface), then slowly open it by quarter turns, trying to shave a little truffle 
each time – the objective is to obtain whole slices of truffle, but as thin and 
transparent as they can possibly be. If using a grater, simply grate the truffle 
through fine holes

Risotto base (vialone nano rice, with white wine & sofrito)
Fresh porcini mushrooms
A clove of garlic
Grate parmesan, butter & chopped parsley
A fat chunk of truffle

RISOTTO WITH FRESH PORCINI & 
TRUFFLE

CAMPO MENU, CAMPO TRUFFLE MENU

Ingredients (allergens): Onion, white wine (sulphites), vailone rice, water, porcini, garlic, parsley, butter, 
parmesan (cow’s milk, salt, rennet), salt, pepper
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (fan) or 220C (static)
2. Sit the sage on an oven tray, then the pumpkin on top
3. Dot the butter on top of this, then place the lot in the oven
4. Cook for 6-7 minutes, until the pumpkin is hot and browned, and the sage 

crisped
5. Remove from the oven and plate, then pour the sizzling butter & sage over
6. Scatter the parmesan atop, and drizzle the lot with the balsamic

ROAST PUMPKIN WITH SAGE & 
BALSAMIC CANNOLI SICILIANI

CONTAINS:

Some large hunks of roasted pumpkin
Parmesan shavings
The finest butter, and some whole leaves of sage
Aged balsamic

CAMPO MENU, CAMPO TRUFFLE MENU, AT HOME CLASSIC MENU, TOSCANA MARE, 
MONTI & TRUFFLE MENU

CAMPO MENU, CAMPO TRUFFLE MENU, AT HOME CLASSIC MENU, TOSCANA MARE, 
MONTI & TRUFFLE MENU, THE SOPRANOS FEAST MENU

Ingredients (allergens): pumpkin, extra-virgin olive oil, ∂ (grape must, wine vinegar, sulphites), butter, 
parmesan (cow’s milk, salt, rennet), sage, salt, pepper

INSTRUCTIONS

CONTAINS:

1. You can fill these before you start cooking your meal - they keep fine for a 
few hours - or the moment before serving. Or you can do as we do in Bocca - 
decant the ricotta into a small bowl, and DIY the filling at the table.

2. Hold a cannolo tube ever-so-gently
3. Fill it from either end with the creamed ricotta, using a teaspoon
4. Use the spoon to scrape the filling level to the slanted open ends of the 

cannolo
5. Dip both ends in the pistachio, to render them a perfect green

2 freshly fried cannoli tubes
Enough sweetened ricotta (studded with dark chocolate and candied orange peel) 
to fill them
Finely chopped Bronte pistachios

Cannoli Ingredients (allergens): flour, butter, caster sugar, marsala (alcohol sulphites), egg, rapeseed oil. 
Cannoli Filling Ingredients (allergens): sheep ricotta (sheep’s milk, salt, rennet), cow ricotta (cow’s milk, 

salt, rennet), caster sugar, candied orange, Chocolate, Pistachio
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

  
Ingredients: UK ex-dairy cow sirloin, rocket, parmesan (cow’s milk, salt, rennet), rosemary, garlic, extra-virgin 

olive oil, balsamic vinegar (grape must, wine vinegar, sulphites). Allergens: dairy, sulphur dioxide

TAGLIATA (AGED BEEF SIRLOIN) WITH ROCKET, 
PARMESAN, ROSEMARY & BALSAMIC

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Heat your grill smoking hot. You should be able to hold your hand 5cm above it for 
5 seconds without burning yourself (don’t touch it, obviously)

2. Take the steak from the fridge at least 30 minutes before cooking
3. Season well with salt on both sides
4. Warm your serving platter
5. Grill the steak on 1 side for 2 minutes. Move it only if it starts to flare. Grill the other 

side, the same.
6. Then rest 2 minutes and the steak is blue.
7. Cook a further 1 minute each side and 1 minute rest for rare
8. Same again for medium rare
9. DO NOT BE AFRAID to carve your steak too raw – if it looks too bloody when you 

cut it, you can cook it more before or even after cutting
10. DO BE AFRAID of overcooking it. There is no ‘wrong’ in liking your steak well done 

– but if you cook it more than you like, there is no going back…
11. Carve the steak off the bone then slice thinly. If the bone is configured to permit 

standing it up in priapic glory, go for it. Arrange the meat slices carefully around.
12. Mound the rocket up next to the carved steak. Sprinkle some salt over the rocket 

(and maybe a bit over the carved beef)
13. Scatter the parmesan shavings, drizzle the rosemary oil and balsamic vinegar.

At Home Classic

CONTAINS: 
A bone-in slab of sirloin
Wild Rocket
24 month aged Parmesan shavings
Rosemary oil mixed with balsamic vinegar
You can cook the steak on a BBQ, on a griddle pan, in a frying pan or under an 
overhead grill (high up, and on high)

If you have a meat thermometer, internal temperatures are

Before resting Before restingHow do you like it
Blue   35-40C   40-45C
Rare   45C   50C
Medium-Rare  50C   55C
Medium   55C   60C
Medium-Well  60C   65C
Well Done  65C   70C
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

  
Ingredients (allergens): Spaghetti (durum wheat flour), Clams, chilli flakes, garlic, parsley, extra-virgin olive oil

SPAGHETI ALLE VONGOLE

AT HOME CLASSIC MENU, TOSCANA MARE, MONTI & TRUFFLE MENU,
TOSCANA MARE,  MONTI & TRUFFLE MENU

Ingredients (allergens): octopus

GRILLED OCTOPUS

INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Heat your barbecue until the flames have died and the embers are white hot – or 
Brush or rub the octopus with oil on all sides

2. Lay it flat on the grill. It will take a good 5-8 minutes to get well browned, which is 
the point

3. Turn it over, and repeat the other side
4. Remove to the serving dish, douse with oil, and serve the lemon alongside

1. Have ready a big pot of boiling, well-salted (10g/litre) water
2. Put the spaghetti on to boil – they take 8 minutes
3. Put half of the oil in with the clams, garlic & chilli, ready to add them in one fell 

swoop later, to the pan
4. 4 minutes before the pasta is cooked, set a wide frying pan or casserole over a very 

high heat
5. When its smokin’ hot, add – all at once –clams, garlic, chilli and oil
6. Shake the pan a bit. Depending on the width of the pan relative to the volume of 

clams you may want to cover it for a minute or two, but the goal is for the clams to 
all open, and their juices to reduce to a scant couple of tablespoonsful.

7. It is ok to cover the pan for some of the time or to add a dash of pasta cooking 
water, if it gets too dry. Conversely, if there is what looks like a puddle of water in 
the bottom, crank up the heat and evaporate it

8. When the pasta is al dente – just a tad less cooked than you like – drain it, 
reserving some more of the water just in case

9. Add the pasta to the clams, along with the chopped parsley and remaining oil
10. Cook over the heat, stirring to coat the pasta and thicken the sauce.
11. You can still adjust it by adding water (if too dry), oil (if unsure), or cooking longer 

together (if too wet or the pasta too crunchy for you)
12. Taste for seasoning, and serve immediately

CONTAINS: 
¼ large octopus, boiled until just tender
Some fine olive oil
A small Sorrento lemon

CONTAINS: 
Gentile Spaghetti; the finest dried pasta I have tasted
Clams, with some sliced garlic & a few chilli flakes
Some parsley, chopped, Plenty of fantastic olive oil
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

INSTRUCTIONS INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove from fridge 30 minutes before 
serving

2. Present the slices of gobagool on a large 
plate or wooden board with “altezza” 
(height) to ensure you capture the beauty 
and flavor of this salumi, or enjoy it just like 
Tony himself straight off the Butchers paper

1. Preheat your oven to 170C (fan) or 178C 
(static)

2. Take the braciole from the bag, and remove 
the lid

3. Bake for 25 minutes, until bubbling
4. To finish sprinkle the chopped parsley over 

the top

1. Preheat your oven to 170C (fan) or 180C 
(static)

2. Take the Baked Ziti from the bag, and 
remove the lid

3. Bake for 25 minutes, until golden brown 
and bubbling

1. Serve the romaine lettuce as a wedge with the dressing on top 
2. Enjoy the crunch

CONTAINS:
Sliced capicola
2 figs

CONTAINS:
Braciole
Chopped Parsley

CONTAINS:
Baked ziti CONTAINS:

Half a romaine lettuce
Lemon dressing

GABAGOOL BRACIOLE

BAKED ZITI ROMAINE SALAD

THE SOPRANOS FEAST THE SOPRANOS FEAST

THE SOPRANOS FEAST THE SOPRANOS FEAST
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat your oven to 200C (fan) or 210C (static)
2. Place your Sfogliatelle onto a baking try lined with Baking paper and place in 

the oven
3. Cook for 20-22 minutes or until golden brown 
4. Finish with a generous sprinkling of icing sugar
5. Scoff it, and FORGET ABOUT IT

SFOGLIATELLE

CONTAINS:

2 sfogliatelle
Icing sugar

Sfogliatelle or “Shfooyadell’” if you want to sound like a paisano, is a famous Italian dessert 
made of delicate crisp layers of dough and filled with creamy ricotta. Once you’ve tasted 
them, you’ll understand why Chris Moltisanti would kill for them, maronn’

THE SOPRANOS FEAST

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Decant the leaves and nuts into a bowl
2. Give the dressing a shake, then pour onto the leaves
3. Season with a pinch of salt, and dress delicately but thoroughly (all manner of 

implements work for this, but nothing beats using your hands)
4. Place on a plate

CASTELFRANCO & TARDIVO SALAD

CONTAINS:

Some leaves of castelfranco and tardivo
Some roasted and roughly chopped hazelnuts
a mix of fine balsamic and olive oil

These are, to my mind, the two most beautiful radicchio of the Veneto. Castelfranco is a pale 
yellow, with leaves brilliantly mottled with flecks of pink, while tardivo, a forced variety of 
Treviso, has long thin stalks that curl like a roosters tail. Here we dress them with olive oil and 
with aged balsamic, and scatter them with the wonderful hazelnuts of nearby Piedmonte.

Additional Dishes

Ingredients (allergens): Castelfranco, tardivo, hazelnuts, balsamic vinegar (grape must, wine vinegar, 
sulphites, rosemary, extra-virgin olive oil
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  RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO    RESTOKIT x BOCCA DI LUPO  

  
Ingredients: Pesto (basil, pecorino, Parmesan (cow’s milk, salt, rennet), garlic, pine nuts, butter, extra-virgin 

olive oil), 00 flour, green beans, potatoes. Allergens: Dairy, gluten

TROFIE WITH PESTO

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Bring a large pan of well-salted (10g/lt) water to the boil
2. Put the trofie into the boiling water. They will take about 10 minutes to cook
3. After the trofie have been cooking for 3-4 minutes, add the potatoes and green 

beans. Most likely, the potato will take the longest to cook if anything does – but as 
you near the end of the cooking time start tasting all three components and make 
sure none are raw

4. At some point in the process, decant the pesto into a bowl and set it above the 
pasta water for just a moment – not to warm the pesto, but to gently soften it

5. When ready, drain the trofie, potatoes and beans, reserving a little of the water. 
Add them to the pesto bowl and stir to mix, tasting for seasoning and adding just 
enough of the pasta water to moisten the dish and emulsify the sauce

6. Serve with a little grated Parmesan on top

Additional Dishes
Serves 2 as a main

1. Bring a large pan of well-salted (10g/lt) water to the boil
2. Decant your pasta sauce into a frying pan or wide saucepan, and gently warm
3. Add the orecchiette to the water, and cook for 7-8 minutes, until cooked but  

still toothsome
4. Drain well, reserving a little of the pasta cooking water, and add to the sauce
5. Cook together for 1-2 minutes, until the sauce is thickened and creamy (add the 

reserved pasta water if needed to loosen)
6. Toss the rocket through and allow it to just wilt a little in the pan
7. Decant onto a plate and top with grated pecorino 

Ingredients (allergens): durum wheat semolina, red onion, extra-virgin olive oil, datterini tomatoes, ‘nduja 
(pork, chilli, salt, fennel seeds, black pepper, E252, E250), double cream, rocket, pecorino (sheep’s milk, 

salt, rennet)

ORECCHIETTE WITH ‘NDUJA, TOMATO & ROCKET

Additional Dishes
Serves 2 as a main.

INSTRUCTIONS

CONTAINS: 
Handmade orecchiette
A sauce of tropea onion, datterini tomatoes, ‘nduja & cream
A little rocket
A little grated pecorino



 Bringing the 
best of the 
restaurant 

experience to 
your kitchen 

table.

@restokit.uk30

BBQ DISHES
The BBQ selection regularly changes based  

on seasonality and sourcing of fresh produce.

For finishing instructions for all Bocca Di Lupo BBQ dishes  
please scan the below code

Request a digital copy from orders@restokit.com 

or



@restokit.uk
www.restokit.co.uk

Go on, spill the beans


